
SERIE

DELUXE
The DELUXE SERIES gazebo is our flagship
product, robust, resistant and durable.
The DELUXE SERIES is particularly suitable
for prolonged use, for public, sporting
events, or for private events. The robust
constitution does not preclude extreme ease
of assembly and disassembly, even when
you want to put it up and take it down the
same day. The DELUXE SERIES also includes
convenient wheels that can be fitted to the
base of the structure to make it easy to
move. The DELUXE SERIES is characterised
by its anodised aluminium structure,
resistant to corrosion and wear, with bearing
legs with a 50mm hexagonal section, with
2mm thickness, and advanced scissor
mechanism, aluminium joints and a safety
bayonet locking system. The DELUXE
SERIES is supplied with a carrying bag and kit
complete with pegs and tie rods.
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WEIGHT AND DIMENSION

WALLS

Standard Half wall

Wall with window Wall with door
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COLOURS

Custom 
printing 

White Beige Yellow Orange Red Burgundy Royal Blue Green GreyMilitary 
Green

BlackNavy Blue

RECOMMENDED FOR
• Setting up and taking down the 

same day
• Long periods of use
• Public, private and sporting events.
TERMS OF USE
Use in sunny weather, light rain or
moderate wind.
ADVANTAGES
• Sturdy and reliable
• Open / close in 60 seconds
• Customisable

Dimensions

Resistance



ACCESSORIES

WEIGHTS
For anchoring to hard surfa-
ces we offer three different 
types of ballast: cast iron of 
15 kg, or can be filled with 
water or sand with fabric 
or plastic ballast (3 L - 12 L) 
and concrete ballast with a 
weight of 80 kg

CONNECTING CLAMPS

Our structures are modular and 
can be joined to cover large 
surfaces.
The joints allow you to keep the 
gazebo legs in line.

CONNECTION BANDS

The strips prevent the water 
from entering sideways and 
give continuity to the walls of 
the gazebo allowing a hermetic 
closure between two or more 
curtains.

GRONDAIE

Le grondaie evitano lo scolo di 
acqua tra due tetti vicini in caso 
di pioggia

SHELTERS

90cm canopies with extendable 
aluminum arms are available 
to extend the roof covering 
surface.

TRANSPORT

steel plates with high-capacity 
wheels for transporting the 
structure. Practical and simple 
application to the feet of the 
structure.

FIXATION SYSTEM
PEGS AND ROPS
All gazebos are already equip-
ped with a kit of pegs and 
rops. A professional kit is also 
available, consisting of a ratchet 
and a 38cm rod, complete with 
eyebolt for greater stability and 
safety in more ventilated condi-
tions. The new “T” pegs, made 
of galvanized steel and very 
robust, are also available.                         
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